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Creed Examples

I am an American Special Forces Soldier!

I will do all that my nation requires of me. I am a volunteer, knowing well the

hazards of my profession.

I serve with the memory of those who have gone before me. I pledge to uphold

the honor and integrity of their legacy in all that I am - in all that I do.

I am a warrior. I will teach and fight whenever and wherever my nation requires. I

will strive always to excel in every art and artifice of war.

I know that I will be called upon to perform tasks in isolation, far from familiar

faces and voices. With the help and guidance of my faith, I will conquer my fears

and succeed.

I will keep my mind and body clean, alert and strong. I will maintain my arms and

equipment in an immaculate state befitting a Special Forces Soldier, for this is my

debt to those who depend upon me.

I will not fail those with whom I serve. I will not bring shame upon myself or Special

Forces.

I will never leave a fallen comrade. I will never surrender though I am the last. If I

am taken, I pray that I have the strength to defy my enemy.

I am a member of my Nation's chosen soldiery, I serve quietly, not seeking

recognition or accolades. My goal is to succeed in my mission - and live to

succeed again.

De Oppresso Liber

Creed Examples

Special Forces Creed



Creed Examples

In times of war or uncertainty there is a special breed of warrior ready to answer

our Nation’s call. Common citizens with uncommon desire to succeed. Forged by

adversity, they stand alongside America’s finest special operations forces to serve

their country, the American people, and protect their way of life. I am that warrior.

My Trident is a symbol of honor and heritage. Bestowed upon me by the heroes

that have gone before, it embodies the trust of those I have sworn to protect. By

wearing the Trident I accept the responsibility of my chosen profession and way

of life. It is a privilege that I must earn every day.

My loyalty to Country and Team is beyond reproach. I humbly serve as a guardian

to my fellow Americans, always ready to defend those who are unable to defend

themselves. I do not advertise the nature of my work, nor seek recognition for my

actions. I voluntarily accept the inherent hazards of my profession, placing the

welfare and security of others before my own.

I serve with honor on and off the battlefield. The ability to control my emotions

and my actions, regardless of circumstance, sets me apart from others.

Uncompromising integrity is my standard. My character and honor are steadfast.

My word is my bond.

We expect to lead and be led. In the absence of orders I will take charge, lead my

teammates and accomplish the mission. I lead by example in all situations.

I will never quit. I persevere and thrive on adversity. My Nation expects me to be

physically harder and mentally stronger than my enemies. If knocked down, I will

get back up, every time. I will draw on every remaining ounce of strength to

protect my teammates and to accomplish our mission. I am never out of the fight.

We demand discipline. We expect innovation. The lives of my teammates and the

success of our mission depend on me - my technical skill, tactical proficiency, and

attention to detail. My training is never complete.

Navy Seal Ethos



We train for war and fight to win. I stand ready to bring the full spectrum of

combat power to bear in order to achieve my mission and the goals established

by my country. The execution of my duties will be swift and violent when required

yet guided by the very principles that I serve to defend.

Brave SEALs have fought and died building the proud tradition and feared

reputation that I am bound to uphold. In the worst of conditions, the legacy of my

teammates steadies my resolve and silently guides my every deed. I will not fail.

Creed Examples

Ranger Creed
Recognizing that I volunteered as a Ranger, fully knowing the hazards of my

chosen profession, I will always endeavor to uphold the prestige, honor, and high

esprit de corps of the Rangers.

Acknowledging the fact that a Ranger is a more elite Soldier who arrives at the

cutting edge of battle by land, sea, or air, I accept the fact that as a Ranger my

country expects me to move further, faster and fight harder than any other

Soldier.

Never shall I fail my comrades. I will always keep myself mentally alert, physically

strong and morally straight and I will shoulder more than my share of the task

whatever it may be, one-hundred-percent and then some.

Gallantly will I show the world that I am a specially selected and well-trained

Soldier. My courtesy to superior officers, neatness of dress and care of

equipment shall set the example for others to follow.

Energetically will I meet the enemies of my country. I shall defeat them on the

field of battle for I am better trained and will fight with all my might. Surrender is

not a Ranger word. I will never leave a fallen comrade to fall into the hands of the

enemy and under no circumstances will I ever embarrass my country.

Readily will I display the intestinal fortitude required to fight on to the Ranger

objective and complete the mission though I be the lone survivor.

Rangers lead the way!



‘It is my duty as a Pararescueman to save life and to aid the injured. I will be

prepared at all times to perform my assigned duties quickly and efficiently,

placing these duties before personal desires and comforts. These things We Do,

That Others May Live.’

AIR FORCE PARARESCUE CREED

My title is Marine Raider. I will never forget the tremendous legacy and sacrifice of

those who came before me.

At all times my fires will be accurate. With cunning, speed, surprise, and violence

of action, I will hunt the enemies of my country and bring chaos to their doorstep.

I will keep my body strong, my mind sharp and my kit ready at all times.

Raiders forged the path I follow. With Determination, Dependability and

Teamwork I will uphold the honor of the legacy and valor passed down to me. I

will do the right thing always, and I will let my actions speak for me. As a quiet

professional, I will not bring shame upon myself or those with whom I serve. 

Spiritus Invictus, an Unconquerable Spirit, will be my standard. I will never quit, I

will never surrender and I will never fail. I will adapt to the situation. I will gain and

maintain the initiative. I will always go a little farther and carry more than my share.

On any battlefield, at any point of the compass I will excel. I will set the example

for all others to emulate. At the tip of the spear, I will teach and prepare others to

seek out, dismantle and destroy our common enemies. I will fight side by side with

my fellow countrymen and partners and will be the first in and the last out of any

mission. 

Conquering all obstacles of mind, body, and spirit; the honor and pride of serving

my country will be my driving force. I will remain always faithful to my fellow

Raiders and always forward in my service.

RAIDER CREED

Creed Examples
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Realizing it is my choice and my choice alone

to be a Reconnaissance Marine,

I accept all challenges involved with this profession.

Forever shall I strive to maintain the tremendous reputation

of those who went before me.

Exceeding beyond the limitations

The Recon Creed

In our nation's time of need, an elite group of maritime warriors stands ready off

distant shores and on shallow rivers. Defending freedom, they serve with honor

and distinction. I am proud to be one of these Sailors.

I am a Special Warfare Combatant-craft Crewman: a quiet professional; tried,

tested and dedicated to achieving excellence in maritime special operations. I am

a disciplined, confident and highly motivated warrior.

My honor and integrity are beyond reproach, my commitment unquestioned and

my word trusted. The American people depend on me to carry out my mission in

a professional manner.

I maintain my craft, equipment and myself at the highest level of combat

readiness. I set the standard and lead by example. I am responsible for my actions

and accountable to my teammates. I challenge them to perform, as I expect them

to challenge me.

I am ready for war. I will close and engage the enemy with the full combat power

of my craft. My actions will be decisive yet measured. I will always complete the

mission. I will never quit and I will leave no one behind.

SWCC CREED
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IMy heritage comes from the Sailors who operated the PT boats of World War II

and the combatant craft of Vietnam. The legacy of these warriors guides my

actions. I will always remember the courage, perseverance and sacrifices made to

guarantee our nation's freedom. I uphold the honor of those who have fought

before me and will do nothing to disgrace my proud heritage,

On Time, On Target, Never Quit

I have no parents; I make the Heavens and the Earth my parents.

I have no home; I make the Tan Tien my home.

I have no divine power; I make honesty my Divine Power.

I have no means; I make Docility my means.

I have no magic power; I make personality my Magic Power.

I have neither life nor death; I make A Um my Life and Death.

I have no body; I make Stoicism my Body.

I have no eyes; I make The Flash of Lightning my eyes.

I have no ears; I make Sensibility my Ears.

I have no limbs; I make Promptitude my Limbs.

I have no laws; I make Self-Protection my Laws.

I have no strategy; I make the Right to Kill and the Right to Restore Life my

Strategy.

I have no designs; I make Seizing the Opportunity by the Forelock my Designs.

I have no miracles; I make Righteous Laws my Miracle.

I have no principles; I make Adaptability to all circumstances my Principle.

I have no tactics; I make Emptiness and Fullness my Tactics.

The Samurai Creed
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I have no talent; I make Ready-Wit my Talent.

I have no friends; I make my Mind my Friend.

I have no enemy; I make Incautiousness my Enemy.

I have no armor; I make Benevolence my Armor.

I have no castle; I make Immovable Mind my Castle.

I have no sword; I make No Mind my Sword

Let me strive every moment of my life to make myself better and better, to the

best of my ability, that all may profit by it. Let me think of the right and lend all my

assistance to those who need it, with no regard for anything but justice. Let me

take what comes with a smile, without loss of courage. Let me be considerate of

my country, of my fellow citizens and my associates in everything I say and do.

Let me do right to all, and wrong no man.

Doc Savage Creed


